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ABSTRACT
Research has found that the greater china is better to perform and adjust than the mainland
china. This research helpful to identify which city is better to adjust in favor of work and life
in the greater china. And how can some personal characteristics of human helpful to
selecting the appropriate candidate for expatriate. Social culture adjustment has higher
impact on the proficiency performance level.
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INTRODUCTION
International human resource experts agree, it is imperative for multinational companies
(MNCs) to attract, select, develop, and retain employees who can live and work effectively
outside of their own national borders. These employees, who are sent from a parent company
to live and work in another country for a period ranging from two to several years, are
referred to as "expatriates." The number of expatriates MNCs are sending on global
assignments is increasing steadily. The number of global assignments is rapidly increasing.
Due to cultural differences in the host and the expatriate country the successful ration to
survive in the host country is decreasing and this impact on the globalization or the success of
the any organization. “For this reason, international HR practitioners and management
researchers alike are particularly interested in understanding how to best predict individuals
who can live and work successfully in cross-national”.
Together Mainland china, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore is the part of Greater China. The
term Greater China is generally used for referring to the cultural and economic ties between
the relevant territories.
Hong Kong is a land mass of 1,104 km2 and a population of 7 million people, it is the
mixture of traditional and modern Chinese culture. Hong Kong is a densely populated area in
the world. 95% population of Hong Kong is ethnic Chinese and 5% from other Chinese.
Hong Kong highly influence by the time period. Hong Kong has a different political system
from mainland china under the principle of ‘one country two system’. Hong Kong has highly
developed transportation network, high quality of life, and modern living style in mostly
urban area.
Singapore or Republic of Singapore state is a small island with 5 million populations. Most of
the population is Chinese Malay and Indian. Singapore has 4 official languages: English,
Chinese, Malay and Tamil. Country is highly urbanized. In 1963 Singapore united with other
British to form Malaysia. In 1965 Singapore become their own country and expelled from
Malaysia’s. Singapore is the world’s 4th leading financial centre and 5th busiest port in the
world. The economy heavily depends on the industry and service sectors.
Taiwan is island of the group is 394 km long and 144 km wide. In 1945 Taiwan was freed
from Japan. Taiwan has rapid economic growth after the World War II; this economic rise is
known as the Taiwan Miracle. It categorized as advanced economy by IMF and High-income
economy by World Bank. Mostly population of Taiwan is Ethnic Chinese.
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Mainland China most common geographic uses include those areas claimed by the
government of the People's Republic of China (PRC). Mainland China is rapidly growing
urban area and becoming wealthy. The population of Mainland China is 1.3 billon. Mainland
china is the mixture of Simplified Chinese and traditional Chinese

ADJUSTMENT OF EXPATRIATE
Three aspects of adjustment are considered: Sociocultural Adjustment, Psychological
adjustment and Time to proficiency.
The socio-cultural Adjustment is based on the social skills and social behavioral factor (cf.
Black and Mendenhall, 1991; Furnham, 1993; Klineberg, 1982). Black et al.(1991) said
socioculture adjustment is a multidimensional concept, he

present

three types of

Socioculture Adjustment . And they are: Adjustment of Work, Adjustment to interacting with
host nationals and Adjustment to the general non-work environment.
The Psychological Adjustment is based on the problem oriented view, it based on the
attitudinal factor which occurs on adjustment process.
Time to Proficiency is the period which employee takes in a new job to reach on a acceptable
performance level. An expatriate will take time to adjust in a new environment and for
become a proficient is the 2nd stage of adjustment after the social adjustment so it will take
much more time. ( Pinder and Schroeder (1987)

LITRATURE REVIEW
Studies from various disciplines have identified several factor of adjustment. The findings by
various researchers are major sources that can be used to identify the factors of expatriate
adjustment in the different cities. Heir numerous studies point out the importance of factor for
the expatriate adjustment. The reasons for the not effective expatriate adjustment is the
different country culture and the various factor that affect the expatriate mindset. I am
refereed the data of Jan Selmer “the International adjustment if business expatriate: The
impact of Age, Gender, Marital Status” and “Adjustment of business expatriate in Greater
China: a strategic perspective” from online generals. Business in Mainland china is much
difficult as compare to Greater China

because

Mainland china provide different

environment to foreign firm and this difference increase uncertainty and decrease economic
performance if the firm . For internationalization of firm Carlsson et al. (2005) said Mainland
china perform better if company have their subsidiaries elsewhere in the Greater China
(Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan).Through this strategy firm can gain various profit like it
provide platform for the entry in mainland china, expatriate can increase their knowledge,
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experience and they learn how can adjust in the commutative environment. They have option
if they fail to adjust in the subsidiaries firm.
Research said about the Personal character which helpful to find the appropriate candidate for
expatriation, firm find out the candidate suitable rather than that is willing to shift because
this will increase the percentage of expatriate failure level due to dissatisfaction and not
adjustable nature. They compare age, gender and marital status with adjustment behavior.
Today’s multinational companies spend much higher expenditure in the expatriate policies.
But their investment not giving them good result as most of expatriate return due to
dissatisfaction and some who are still there are giving poor performance and return with
uncompleted foreign assignment. Company changes their expatriate policies of compensation
package and perks. Due to higher investment in the expatriate they change expatriate with the
local people. It affects the children education and spouse career.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Researcher referring the 251 business expatriates of Hong Kong, mainland China, Singapore
and Taiwan sampling frame for his research and the data were collected via Questioner by
mail surveys, personal contacts and online surveys.

HYPOTHESIS
Based

on

the

literature

recommended/proposed.

review,

seven

hypotheses

and

the

research

were

Hypothesis 1.Expatriates' age is positively associated with

adjustment to Hong Kong
Hypothesis 2.Gender is not associated with expatriates' adjustment to Hong Kong
Hypothesis 3.Married expatriates are better adjusted to Hong Kong than unmarried
expatriates.
Hypothesis 4. Expatriates in Hong Kong and Singapore have a higher degree of general
adjustment than their counterparts in mainland China and Taiwan
Hypothesis 5. Expatriates in Singapore have a higher degree of interaction adjustment than
their counterparts in Hong Kong, mainland China and Taiwan
Hypothesis 6. Expatriates in Hong Kong and Singapore have a higher degree of work
adjustment than their counterparts in mainland China and Taiwan
Hypothesis 7. Expatriates in mainland China and Taiwan have a longer time to proficiency
than their counterparts in Hong Kong and Singapore
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ANALYSIS
As per literature review we analysis:
H-1 Previous Research said age is associated with adjustment; I am not in favor of this
hypothesis due to mention reasons. Old Age Group peoples are not capable to work outside
their home country due to their age criteria and family affection; they are not able to adjust in
any host country for a long time. Mature Age Group peoples have family (Children
Education, Spouse Career and old member of the family) responsibilities and due to
expatriation family will affected. Young people’s are of different mantel status, they are
already in a stage of growing and they have not any family responsibility also they have no
experience so expecting from them that they can stable in a single position for a long time
and with good performance is not possible,
H-2 Previous Research said gender is not associated with adjustment; I am not in favor of this
hypothesis due to mention reasons. Hong Kong peoples are not traditionally reserved, Hong
Kong culture is not feminine and how can this possible that they have a traditional culture
and they are reserved for their women. Presently women in Hongkong is in the higher
position so if they are reserved than this is not possible for women to achieve that higher
position in Hongkong. And culture is always similar for home country people and the people
come from outside the country. So they treating foreigner women as a foreign and open
minded for them is not possible. Means If Hong Kong have traditional culture then they have
similar criteria for both (host country women and home country women)
H-3 Previous Research said Married expatriates are better adjusted; I am partially in favor of
this hypothesis. Married expatriate are better adjusted only in case of single career couple. If
spouse is also career oriented or working (dual career couple) then this will not possible to
expatriate adjust easily.
H-4 Research said the general adjustment is higher in Hong Kong and Singapore. Interaction
is mostly depend upon the local language used for communication, and in Hong Kong and
Singapore both used English as a 2nd language for their communication so not only general
but also interaction adjustment is also higher in Hong Kong and Singapore as compare to
Mainland China. H-5 Previous Research said Singapore have a higher degree of interaction
adjustment. It’s true and I am in favor of this hypothesis as Singapore has much higher
interaction adjustment as compare to Hong Kong and Mainland China.H-6 Previous Research
said Hong Kong and Singapore have a higher degree of work adjustment. I am in four of this
hypothesis. H-7 Previous Research said mainland China and Taiwan have a longer time to
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proficiency. This is true because to reach in acceptable performance level it is require
adjusting in all situations. After Work, General and interaction adjustment person can reach
in a level where they can perform best, if person can’t adjust than they can not satisfy and
without satisfaction he/she can’t work properly and effectively.

RESULTS
The result after analyzing the previous research I found that all adjustment dimensions is
work as a chain. Interaction is the 1st path of any expatriate, he/she start try to interact with
the host country culture and their people, after the interaction adjustment he /she can try to
adjust with the environment and atmosphere in general adjustment after interaction and
general adjustment expatriate start adjusting with their work, if person can’t achieve any 1
out or all this adjustment this is not possible for him to survive in the host country. After all
adjustment expatriate can perform better to achieve time to proficiency. Due to Mix culture
and tradition adjustment in Greater China is much more than Mainland China. General, work
and Interaction adjustment are much more in Singapore and Hongkong than the mainland
china. So due to inter-dependability time to proficiency is more in the Singapore and Hong
Kong than the mainland china. I don’t think that all social factors are helpful to find
appropriate candidate for expatriate.

CONCLUSION
This conclusion is highly consistent with previous research results.
Totally depend upon the social factor to find the appropriate candidate is not correct, Every
(different country ) people have their own mindset and it is not compulsory that this social
factor differentiate every person in a same way firm have to use some other factors too.

LIMITATIONS
1. In social culture factor data only collect from Hong Kong. Data should be collect from
other cities too.
2. Only questioner method use by researcher for data.Data should be collect by other sources
too.
3. They only focus on limited group of people.they should be focus on all age group and all
level of people for their research.
4. They take resonance which all ready pass long time in a firm and country and adjust with
the environment. They have to take people who pass their 1-3 year in the country or firm.
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